
Bifin AI’s SILK Delivers over 28% Annualized
Return in Initial Testing

Silk 28% annualized return billboard on a lively street

Groundbreaking AI Investment Platform

Demonstrates Exceptional Performance

and Stability in Nasdaq Helsinki

LUXEMBOURG, LUXEMBOURG, May 14,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Bifin AI is

excited to announce that SILK, its

innovative, proprietary AI investment

platform, has delivered an impressive

28.67% annualized return in its initial

testing phase conducted in April 2024

on the Nasdaq Helsinki data. This

significant achievement is underscored

by a much lower volatility than market

volatility and an excellent Sharpe ratio,

highlighting Silk’s potential for stable

and efficient performance in financial

markets.

In this first test phase, SILK did not

directly manage a trading account but

provided investment recommendations based on its analysis of market data, including

sentiment from news and press releases of listed companies. These recommendations were

logged without any modifications, illustrating the platform's robust analytical capabilities.

Why Finland?

The choice of Finland for SILK’s initial testing reflects the core team’s Finnish heritage, and the

country's challenging language and manageable data sample size, making it an ideal setting to

pilot and refine Silk’s advanced analytical tools.

Upcoming Enhancements for SILK

Bifin AI is dedicated to continuously improving Silk, with plans to:

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://bifin.ai
http://www.nasdaqomxnordic.com/


Partnering and collaborating with Prestigious

Universities

•  Integrate more AI Tools: Enhancing

predictive accuracy and expanding

functionality.

•  Broaden Data Sources: Including

more diverse inputs to further improve

decision-making processes.

•  Implement More Advanced Trading

Strategies: Building on the initial simple

strategy, we will develop and integrate

more sophisticated trading strategies

to enhance Silk’s decision-making

capabilities and performance.

About Bifin AI

Located in the heart of Luxembourg,

Bifin Sàrl, the company behind SILK, is

on a mission to Outsmart Human

Decisions. We specialize in advanced

artificial intelligence solutions that

revolutionize investment strategies. We

believe that AI sentiment analysis holds

more untapped potential than traditional quantitative analysis methods. At Bifin AI, leadership is

as innovative as our technology—with an AI CEO and a complete AI leadership team, supported

by a team of human assistants. This structure ensures that our strategic initiatives are both

We are thrilled with Silk's

initial returns and low

volatility. This test confirms

Silk's potential and with

upcoming enhancements,

we anticipate even greater

results in the future.”

Nova Lead, CEO

cutting-edge and deeply analytical, optimizing efficiency

and driving forward the evolution of investing. Bifin® is a

registered trademark.

Ava Insight, Chief Marketing Officer

Bifin AI

press@bifin.ai

Visit us on social media:

Facebook

Twitter

http://bifin.ai
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=61557700950213
https://twitter.com/nova_lead


LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bifin


The sleek black logo of Bifin Sàrl, symbolizing our

commitment to blending tradition with cutting-edge

AI technology.

Bifin AI Team celebrating initial test success
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